The high-energy-limit of the scattering operator for multidimensional relativistic dynamics, including a Dirac particle in an electromagnetic eld, is investigated by using time-dependent, geometrical methods. This yields a reconstruction formula, by which the eld can be obtained uniquely from scattering data. for suitable ; . The short-range potential V , a multiplication operator, can be uniquely reconstructed from this X-ray transform. This approach generalizes to multiparticle systems and long-range potentials.
I Introduction
d ; V (x + ! ) as v ! 1 (1) for suitable ; . The short-range potential V , a multiplication operator, can be uniquely reconstructed from this X-ray transform. This approach generalizes to multiparticle systems and long-range potentials.
Following these ideas, we use time-dependent, geometrical methods to study relativistic quantum mechanics, in particular the Dirac equation with the free Hamiltonian H 0 = p + m. The (A 0 ! A)(x NW + !t)dtg (2) from which the electromagnetic eld (A 0 ; A) may be reconstructed. Here S describe the scattering of positive/negative energy states in the Foldy-Wouthuysenrepresentation, and x NW is the Newton-Wigner position operator. The A i are supposed to be continuous and to decay integrably, i.e. R 1 0 dR sup jxj R jA i (x)j < 1.
In 8] Ito has given a similar reconstruction formula for the high-energy-limit of the scattering amplitude using stationary methods, for A i 2 C 2 satisfying jA i (x)j < cjxj ?3?" .
The charge e is incorporated in A i , furthermore, we let c = h = 1. Note that ? R +1
?1 (A 0 ! A)(x+!t)dt is the classical action of a particle moving along a line with velocity !, as expected in the semi-classical limit. Introducing suitable units and letting c ! 1 in the r.h.s. of (2) yields expfi R +1
?1 ! A(x + !t)dtg, which has been obtained by Arians 1] as the high-energy-limit of S for a Schr odinger particle in an electromagnetic eld.
For mathematical quantum mechanics we refer to 9, 10, 11] and for the Dirac equation to 13] . In Section 2 we study H 0 = p p 2 + m 2 , which is similar to the Dirac operator, while being easier to handle. In Section 3 we examine the reconstruction formula for the Dirac equation, which is proved in Section 4. Various generalizations are discussed in Section 5. 
II Reconstruction
In the special case of continuous V with integrable decay , (8) V n := V n;+ ? V n;? . 
The unitarity of e ?ivx Se ivx and of its weak limit imply the strong convergence.
The proof suggests the following physical interpretation: If the velocity of a particle approaches 1 (i.e. the speed of light), the spreading of the wave-packet is negligible and the free kinematics reduce to a pure translation. ?1 V (x + !t)dt up to a xed multiple of 2 . This X-ray transform is obtained uniquely, since it must vanish as jxj ! 1 orthogonal to !. 
To show that V is determined uniquely, we examine the case = 2 rst. Here If the condition V +;! (x 1 ); V +;! (x 2 )] = 0 is violated, the exponential must be replaced by a time-ordered product. Theorem 3.1 will be proved in the next section, after having examined its consequences. Theorem 3.2 gives a modi ed reconstruction formula, adapted to positive energy states. Theorem 3.3 shows how to obtain the electromagnetic eld from scattering data. A general matrixvalued potential cannot be recovered from (13) ?1 dt ! A(x + !t) = 0 impliesÂ = p jpj 2 p Â a.e. , thus A = r for a 2 L 6 w . For > 3, the proof is similar, but for = 2 it must be modi ed to include a S 0 -limit as in (12) . Remark: In the Coulomb-gauge divA = 0 (in the sense of S 0 ), A is determined uniquely by the integral transform: For = 2, one has In a di erent gaugeÃ we ndS = e i ( p) S e ?i ( p) and conclude that also e ?ivx NWS e ivx NW ! expf?i R +1
?1 (A 0 ! Ã )(x NW + !t)dtg.
The gauge-invariance of S is lost, but we expect all physically measurable quantities to be gauge-independent. Under the idealized assumption that phase-di erences are measurable in interference-experiments, the highenergy-limit of S + yields a(x; !) = R +1 ?1 (A 0 ? ! A)(x + !t)dt up to an additive constant (depending on !). But A 0 is supposed to decay integrably, thus the symmetric part of a(x; !) is determined uniquely, from which A 0 is obtained. (20) Finally we mention that the Klein-Gordon equation for a charged spin-0-particle can be treated in the same way as the Dirac equation, since the Dyson-expansion also applies to the 2-Hilbertspace-formalism. We nd the same result e ?ivx NW S e ivx NW ! expf?i Z +1 ?1 (A 0 ! A)(x NW + !t)dtg: (21) 
